A1 - REVISION UNITS 1 AND 2
1. Match the word to the picture.
Good afternoon

Good night

Hello

2. Fill in the blank space with the correct answer. Later listed to the audio
and repeat as many times as necessary.
isn’t

are

‘m (I’m)

‘m (I’m)

-

Hello!

-

Hi, how _____ you?

-

I am fine, thank you. And you?

-

I _____ also fine.

-

I ____ John. What __ your name?

-

Nice to meet you. My name _______ Rachel.

-

Nice to meet you too.

-

Who ___ this? Is this Elsa?

-

No, she ______. This ____ Patricia, my sister.
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3. Fill in the blank space with the correct nationality.
1. I am Susana. I come from Portugal. I’m ____________.
2. She is Nieves. She is from Spain. She’s ___________.
3. They are from Serbia. They’re ___________________.
4. Valentina comes from Italy. She’s ________________.
5. Adelina is from Romania. She’s __________________.
6. Juan is from Mexico. He’s ______________________.
7. Andrej is from Serbia. He’s _____________________.
8. They are from Ireland. They’re __________________.

4. Match the word on the left to the correct meaning one on the right.

1. Car owned by my father

-

his brother’s phone

2. Books owned by your sister

-

my father’s car

3. Phone owned by his brother

-

our family’s house

4. House owned by our family

-

their children’s toys

5. Toys owned by their children

-

your sister’s books
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CORRECT ANSWERS
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1. Match the word to the picture.
Good afternoon

Good night

Hello

Hello

Good afternoon

Good night

2. Fill in the blank space with the correct answer. Later listed to the audio
and repeat as many times as necessary.
isn’t

are

‘m (I’m)

‘m (I’m)

is

-

Hello!

-

Hi, how _ _ are_ __ you?

-

I am fine, thank you. And you?

-

I _ _’m (I’m)_ __ also fine.

-

I _ ’m (I’m __ John. What _ is _ your name?

-

Nice to meet you. My name ___is____ Rachel.

-

Nice to meet you too.

-

Who _ is __ this? Is this Elsa?

-

No, she __isn’t____. This _ is___ Patricia, my sister.
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3. Fill in the blank space with the correct nationality.
1. I am Susana. I come from Portugal. I’m ____Portuguese___.
2. She is Nieves. She is from Spain. She’s ____Spanish____.
3. They are from Serbia. They’re ____Serbian_________.
4. Valentina comes from Italy. She’s ____Italian__________.
5. Adelina is from Romania. She’s ____Romanian________.
6. Juan is from Mexico. He’s ___Mexican_______________.
7. Andrej is from Serbia. He’s __Serbian________________.
8. They are from Ireland. They’re ___Irish_______________.

4. Match the word on the left to the correct meaning one on the right
1. Car owned by my father

-

My father’s car

2. Books owned by your sister

-

Your sister’s books

3. Phone owned by his brother

-

His brother’s phone

4. House owned by our family

-

Our family’s house

5. Toys owned by their children

-

Their children’s toys
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